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Welcome to Reunion!

Register at: http://dartgo.org/reunions

Just a few more weeks until the fun starts!
Check our class website,
www.dartmouth88.org, forwww.dartmouth88.org
up-to-date information.

REUNION: WHAT YOU NEED
TO KNOW
With 301 classmates already signed up (and nearly
500 people total) for reunion, we've already broken
the record for 30th reunion attendance. As a
consequence, some of our meal venues have changed
to accommodate the larger numbers...we will now be
eating at the BEMA for Saturday lunch and the
DOC house for Friday dinner.
There are a wide variety of activities planned day and
night to suit everyone's interest and energy level. And
remember, our next reunion isn't until 2024, because
we go back to clustering with the Classes of '89 and
'90, so let's make the 30th not only one for the record
books, but one that we'll remember forever.

Register at http://dartgo.org/reunions

Reunion Registration and Pricing
Register at http://dartgo.org/reunions.
Reunion costs have been kept flat with our 20th and 25th
thanks to subsidies from our class treasury. We have
passed the early bird deadline, so pricing for classmates
and guests is now $425 (regular) and $475 (walk-in).
If the cost of reunion is proving to be an obstacle to
you attending, please know that financial aid is
available for classmates who could use a boost.
Do not hesitate to reach out to our Registration Chairs
Kendall Grigsby Carbone (Kendallcarbone@q.com)
and Cari Jackson Lewis (carilewisesq@gmail.com) who
will handle all requests in confidence.
Special pricing will be available for classmates who live
within 50 miles and wish to attend only the Saturday
dinner. Classmates in this category should look for an
email at the end of May regarding this offer.

Reunion Housing

As mentioned before, the College can not guarantee dorm housing to everyone
who applied by the Early Bird deadline, and there is definitely a chance that
the record number of '88s who responded may exceed dorm availability.
We are going to be learning more about the allocation of housing over the next
several weeks, and we are asking anyone who signed up for housing before the
early bird deadline who does not receive it to contact reunion Co-Chairs Anne
Chmielewski Kushwaha and Taylor Thomas at d8830thcochairs@gmail.com,
and they will work on finding a solution (no guarantees).
Our class website https://dartmouth88.org has information about lodging options
in the Upper Valley, and we would recommend booking a hotel room now for
backup, since you can usually cancel these reservations (please check the hotel's
cancellation policy).

Travel Logistics

Parking in Hanover is extremely challenging on a normal weekend, but we are
sharing this weekend with eight other classes, so parking will be a hot commodity.
Anyone coming from Logan Airport should consider taking the Dartmouth Coach.
Buses leave Logan every hour and drop passengers off in front of the Hanover Inn.
Dartmouth Coach will also offer bus service to Hanover from mid-town Manhattan.
Their website is https://dartmouthcoach.com.
The College will run shuttles to and from most Lebanon, West Lebanon and White
River Junction hotels. Saturday and Sunday morning 7:30am-9:00am and Friday
and Saturday nights 10pm-1am. Schedules available at http://alumni.dartmouth.
edu/reunions/hotel-shuttle-schedule

If you have other questions you can always email reunion chairs
Anne Chmielewski Kushwaha and Taylor Thomas at
d8830thcochairs@gmail.com.

30th
Reunion
Children's Programming
The College provides a
comprehensive junior and teen
program during reunions. Every
registered Junior (6-12) and Teen
(13-17) is automatically signed up
for this, and we encourage people
to take advantage of it.
It includes meals, and particularly
for what looks to be a very full
Friday night dinner, we encourage
classmates to have their Juniors
and Teens go to the meal that
the children's program provides.
Saturday's dinner is strictly
classmates and their adult
guests. For lunches, particularly
our Saturday lunch at The Bema,
the more the merrier.

www.dartmouth88.org

WHAT's GOING ON?

A sampling of some of the fun
planned for the weekend!

Friday Bike Ride

Baking Class
at King Arthur Flour

Join Pam Crandall at 9am for a 3040 mile ride through the Upper Valley.

A few spots are still available
for Thursday afternoon's 3-hour
class, where you will learn
about pastry dough, pie making
and delicious seasonal fillings.
Everyone will go home with
about 16 portable desserts.
Cost is $67.50 per person.

Whether you join the ride or just want
a bike for the weekend, the Class has
secured bike rentals through Omer
and Bob's, who will deliver them to
our class tent on Thursday. Call (603)448-3522 to reserve and be sure to
reference the Class of '88.

Kundalini Yoga

Mary Flounders Green will
lead yoga classes on Friday and
Saturday AM. We've had a large
amount of people sign up for this
very popular class. The College
will provide some yoga mats, but
if you are driving, please bring
your own if you have one.

Freshman Dorm Gatherings

Thayer Breakfast Buffet

with Craft Beer and Artisanal Water On Friday, relive freshmen fall (but

not the freshmen 15) by grabbing
breakfast at the Class of 1953
On Friday afternoon, kick back with craft
Commons, which will always be
beers and artisanal water selections while
Thayer to us. Enjoy an all-you-canvisiting old dormmates and other friends
eat buffet, including made-to-order
from your freshman cluster in Dartmouth’s
waffle and omelet stations. No word
new house community student social
yet on whether Cap'n Crunch
spaces (The Onion and The Cube).
will be available.

TED-style TALKS

Moose Mountain Hike

Meet outside Robinson
Hall Thursday afternoon for
transportation to Moose
Mountain for a 3-hour hike
just outside Hanover. Space is
limited, so sign up soon!
Cost is $25 per person.

For a full schedule and times:
https://alumni.dartmouth.edu/
reunions/1988

Hike to Velvet Rocks

A leisurely 2-hour walk on Friday
afternoon to this beautiful spot just
outside of campus.

Golf

Saturday afternoon, Rachel Dratch will host a series of TED-style talks from Friday morning at 8am, join fellow '88s
at the Hanover Country Club course.
classmates reflecting our disparate life activities since 1988. We hope to
Cost is $65, which includes a
have fun, be honest, and share with each other in the great
cart rental.
spirit of the '88 community.
Organizers Lee Asher Prince and Charlie Wheelan are still soliciting ideas
and are looking for a variety of stories/advice/anecdotes, ranging from the
serious (caring for aging parents) to the amazing
(giving birth in the lobby of an apartment building) to the absurd
(suing United Airlines for $25). All ideas welcome!

Top Tips on Aging

Whether you're navigating life's next
steps for yourself, a family member or
friend, you'll need tools and tips for the
journey. On Friday afterenoon, Brent
Forester MD, Sarah Hoit, Michelle
If you have an idea for a talk, contact Lee or Charlie at
Stowe Ong MD, and Caroline
princeleland@gmail.com or charleswheelan@gmail.com
McKeldin Wayner, who work in the
If you do not want to give a talk, they are also looking for people willing to
field of aging, will share their advice
share some life “fun facts” that they hope to weave into the event in other
about innovations and options for
ways. Feel free to share a wacky experience (rowing across the Atlantic in a
older adults. There will be plenty of
kayak) or strange small world story (trapped in an elevator with
time for questions.
Queen Elizabeth). The more, the better!

www.dartmouth88.org

GUESS WHO's COMING TO REUNION?
RUDOLPH STEWART

I can vividly remember what I was thinking back in May 1988. I didn’t
have a job lined up and I wanted a break, so grad school was out of
the question. For my job search, one requirement was that it had to
be in a city I had never been to before. This desire to experience new
places has remained with me and led me around the US (Chicago, San
Francisco, New York and New Jersey). Eventually, my wanderlust could
not be satisfied domestically and I moved to London and lived there for
16 years. I have now recently moved to Oman to work for a start up lowcost airline (SalamAir). After checking the average temperature for June
in Oman (100 degrees), I couldn’t book my trip to Hanover fast enough.
For some reason, I have never been available for the 5-year reunions but
seem to be free for the 10s. I enjoyed the 10th and 20th reunions and can’t
believe the 30th is already here. My favourite memories of Dartmouth are
going for late night runs. My running days are behind me, but I am looking
forward to a late night stroll or two.

Sarah Hoit and Rudolph on the banks of the
Thames in London.

Sarah Hoit recently came to visit in London, while I was in the process of
getting ready to move to Oman. Whenever I leave a city, I usually have
a bucket list of things I wanted to do but never managed. When Sarah
let me pick the restaurant, I picked one that was on my bucket list and
wanted to try before I left London. The restaurant, Sea Containers, is on
the Thames, so after dinner we walked along the south bank of the river
until the bitter cold forced us to cut the walk short and head home.

SHANNON SWEENEY

ELISA MURRAY

I don’t love everything about reunion. The tent is too loud;
I'm not a fan of crowds; I still haven’t lost the weight. Still,
I'm fascinated to see
everyone age (some of
us more obviously than
others); and grateful
that we’re part of each
others’ lives after all this
time. How precious that
is! And while we were so
beautiful then—those old
pictures, the dark hair!
the guilelessness!—I think
we're really interesting
now.

But I heard that the 25th was different: that the level
of conversation was more honest and real, less about
accomplishments and more about struggles. And a lot
of laughter. That's what I'm hoping for in this reunion,
as well as a chance to reconnect with the incredible
setting at Dartmouth. I hope to hike to Velvet Rocks,
visit old haunts such as Baker Library and Topside (is
it even there anymore and can we still get a pint of
Ben and Jerry's there?) and the chance get to know
my incredible classmates a little better, maybe even
meet some classmates I didn't know at Dartmouth.

I'm the last person I thought would be showing up at every
reunion: consider me the poster child of unlikely to make it.
Everyone always seemed/seems cooler than me--the recent
epic conversation on our D'88 Facebook page about this
struck home hard--but there are always a small handful of
people I want to see, dammit. Some of them come, some
of them don't. And yet every time I have had a delightful
time of it and return home with a new friend or two.

You can find me toward
Shannon with kids Finn (left) and Anya at
the edge of the tent
the Marine Corps Ball in 2017
or sitting on the grass
somewhere, taking it all in. Or in Mary's yoga class.
I love Mary's yoga class!!

I am coming to the 30th reunion. I haven't been to
a reunion since the 10th (or was it the 15th?), so it's
been a while. I haven't been deliberately avoiding
Dartmouth, exactly; it's just that I've been living on
the west coast -- Seattle -- for more than 20 years,
and the Big Green just hasn't floated to the top of my
priority list. Also, I found that though I enjoyed the
10th (or was it the 15th?) somewhat, at its worst, it felt
like the seven circles of small talk conversation hell.
No blame: It's just that when you have such a short
time and so many people to catch up with, it's hard
to get to a deeper, more honest level of conversation.

www.dartmouth88.org

RACHEL DRATCH

Hello there, '88s. After reading Scott Evans's post (and the 150
comments of commiseration, compassion and empathy) in our '88
Facebook group, I’m here to say come to reunion! Oh, you are already
going to be there? Great! But this is for the people who are on the
fence, or are thinking “no way!” Some of you may not be able to break
away from work or family obligations, or it may be too far or too costly
to tavel, or maybe you have an important juice cleanse scheduled that
weekend and lay off, Rachel, I’m just really into my juice cleanses. Ok!
Fine! But what about the rest of you? I’m talking to you!
What are your reasons for not going? Are you judging yourself and
wherever you are right now, so you just don’t feel like it? Let’s see…
You hate your current job? You don’t make gobs of money? You’re
going through a divorce, never married, perpetually single, never had
kids, your kids are faced with challenges, you weigh more than you
did in college, you have no hair, or…all of the above? Or maybe you
Rachel with Mary Flounders Green and Jeff Hoover
didn’t love Dartmouth like everyone else seems to and in fact driving
off that exit into Hanover fills you with anxiety? (Oops my inner monologue is showing.) You did some embarrassing stuff
in college and you are afraid that when you walk into the cocktail reception everyone will call you Golden Showers Gary
because of that ONE time? Let’s all take a breath! Ahhhhh.
All I’m saying is, let’s not wait for life to suddenly get perfect to see old friends, or even to make new ones. I am not a “rah
rah Dartmouth” person but I have been to all the reunions. I have talked to cool people I didn’t even know in college. I can
tell you the reunion conversations are not “And what do you do?” and “Let me tell you about my great achievements!” but
rather, genuine sharing about life, relationships, adventures in travel, adventures in co-parenting… you name it, someone
has lived it. So please come join us. Put on your dancing shoes (I can hear “Bizarre Love Triangle” now!) If you are like
me, realize you should have found that ideal reunion outfit or dress a few months ago and then throw any old thing into
your suitcase. We don’t care if you look perfect or are perfect - we are old enough to know now that nobody is. Come join
the reunion in Hanover. We just want to see you as YOU, an important and valued member of the class of '88.

MINI and MICRO REUNIONS

88th Day of the Year
Boston, MA

88th Day of the Year
Vail, CO
Rowland Wu, Melise Gramm and Anne-Marie Weldon
Keane meet on the slopes in Vail

Cherise Glick Bransfield, Brent Forester, Gregg "Aldo" Nourjian, Ken Leonetti, Kate
Haffner, Geoff Hyatt, Bob Fitzpatrick, Ann Jackman, Todd Jackson, Taylor Thomas
Bill Gifford, Terry
DelliQuadri, Julie
Pelkan Glusker
and Jeff Albright

Oklahoma City
April 2018

Moira Redcorn
and Bennett
Schwartz meet up
for some outdoor
fun at Riversport
Adventures

Park City, UT

April 2018
www.dartmouth88.org

REUNION
NRO: The Band of ‘88s
DEREK PEW

NRO was formed at the River Cluster one night - using
the piano there, Anlee Kuo on sax, Brian Fusonie on
guitar and Scott Evans on bass. We played "Gimme
Some Lovin" that Scott sang, and the band was formed.
One of us was taking a class pass/fail, which the college
called NRO (non-recording option), and we had a name.
We were in search of a drummer, and Andy Winslow
joined the band. Our first gig was at AD, and we decided
to bring in two additional singers, Kirby Fowler and
Sue Brody, playing Talking Heads and Katrina and the
Waves and Tom Petty. "Walking on Sunshine" became
Sue’s signature song. We became the unofficial '88
class band...we played at AD, SAE, Sigma Nu, Collis.
By sophomore summer, we had written three songs,
and John Replogle began playing us on the radio, and local
kids began to request us. By joke or by vote, we made it into the
top ten countdown and beat out David Bowie and Mick Jagger’s
version of "Dancing in the Street" with a Bee Bop song called
"Peppermint Twist." Our song "Whisper in the Dark" was the
theme song for Summer Carnival and was used in all the ads. We
opened for the Stompers at Summer Carnival, playing our largest
crowd, with a horn section made up of players from the Barbary
Coast Jazz Band, but I still think our best show was an absolutely
packed Spring gig at AD junior year..."Tainted Love" had the whole
crowd bouncing up and down together and singing for the band.
We were all very close, as you can only be in a band that played a
lot and pushed you to the edge of exhaustion and exhilaration. We
were all different, but brought together by the band and lots of time
spent together. Three of us were athletes and all of us were in the
Greek system, so NRO filled up all our free time and many nights.
We recorded many songs at a studio in White River Junction, and
we all played in separate bands after college. I never stopped,
and now play for a band called Concrete Charlie Band. You can
find us on Facebook. I am still the tall geeky guy on keyboard.
Scott is multi-talented, playing guitar and bass and singing, and
Andy is an a amazing technical drummer, who is still playing today.
Great musicians and great human beings. I think we were sort
of rock star legends in our own minds. We had battles and good
times and crazy nights, and we had each other for all four years.

Photos on this page by Nick Nobili

SCOTT EVANS

Playing with Andy and Derek was one of the highlights
of my musical experience. To this day, Derek is one of
the most talented guys I’ve played with. But Andy and I
connected as a rhythm section like the two o’s go together
in groove. I remember one afternoon in AD where the
band got lost in Tom Petty’s “Breakdown." We must have
played it unconsciously for nearly an hour, but time was
lost to us. It was as close to a spiritual experience as I
have ever had. And we were standing on cardboard to
avoid electrocution from the Gorf. Who knew God would
find us in the Gorf. But that’s the way we were. Friends,
musicians and God-forsaken basement beer brothers.

Scott Evans on guitar

Derek Pew (far left) with his daughter (to
Derek's right) and two cousins at a recent gig
in Philadelphia, and (left) on stage in his '80s
incarnation.

www.dartmouth88.org

ANDY WINSLOW

When I joined as the drummer, I was also a member of the
Marching Band, which gave me access to equipment and
practice rooms at the Hop, which became our rehearsal
space freshmen year. I was also the de facto band manager,
writing contracts, putting together promo packages, chasing
down social chairs to book gigs and setting up studio time
for the recordings we did. We wrote a few originals that
got some limited airplay on WFRD. During Junior year we
changed our name to The Option, hoping to create broader
appeal beyond the Dartmouth venues, though nothing ever
panned out beyond our one off-campus gig -- a road trip to
play a senior week gig at Hamilton College in upstate NY.
I do remember that Brian Fusonie and I did LSA together in
France, and we played on the streets of Europe trying
(unsuccessfully) to raise some travel money. Today, I live on
the NH seacoast and work in sales & marketing for Torontobased Celestica (electronics manufacturing and design). My
fiancée, Sara, is a copywriter currently writing social, web
and email content for Bose. We will be married this July,
followed by a vacation on the Maine coast with our 5 children
(ages 7 to 23). Sara and I met playing in a band (she was the
singer) in the Portsmouth NH area, and we now spend most
of our time at soccer games, track meets, band concerts,
and college visits. We are looking forward to reunion in June!

KIRBY FOWLER

I recall fondly practicing in the basement of South Fayerweather
(I think) and especially performing with the band at a few frat
parties in the fall of ‘85. I sang lead on “And She Was” from
The Talking Heads and “Pulling Mussels from a Shell” by
Squeeze - both songs had very bizarre lyrics! I also remember
singing harmony to Susan’s amazing lead on Boston’s
“Long Time” (or was it “More Than a Feeling”?). What I do
remember is that it was lots of fun to harmonize with Susan a great voice. With very biased 20/20 hindsight, I remember
that NRO rocked the house. I never felt so cool. I can’t
thank the band enough for giving me such great memories.
After Dartmouth, I did continue singing. I was the lead in the
annual musical parodies at NYU Law School (competition was
not stiff), where I met my future wife (she was a dancer). For
the past 14 years, I’ve been the CEO of a nonprofit organization
dedicated to growing and promoting Downtown Baltimore (sorry,
I can’t resist doing my job: in terms of the number residents and
employees, Downtown Baltimore is in the top 10% out of 150 US
cities). I’ve sung karaoke with my employees and even joined our
employee chorus at one of our Annual Meetings - that’s about it.
Unfortunately, I’m going to be on a business trip in Germany
during the reunion. If the band reunites, please ask them to sing
some Talking Heads for me.

Andy on drums in the '80s (photo by Jeff Woodward) and with his 3 boys today

SUSAN BRODY

I sang backup and lead on a few songs with NRO freshman spring and
some of sophomore fall, if memory serves. I always loved to sing, and
sang in glee club and a capella groups in high school and was part of
the Decibelles at Dartmouth. I'm guessing I mentioned to Derek Pew
(we were high school classmates), that I'd love to help out the band if
they thought a female voice might be useful. So glad they let me join!
I recall practicing in AD and performing at some frat parties--sometimes
putting note cards of lyrics on the floor, since I have always had a terrible
memory. My "signature" song was "Walking on Sunshine," but I also sang
a few ballads, like "Voices Carry." I enjoyed every minute, including buying
(and wearing) a red sequined tube top to help me look more like a rocker,
which was quite a departure from my usual oversized sweaters. Thankfully,
I have no photographic evidence of myself in said tube top, but I still can't
get myself to part with it. (See photo of my dog, Charlie, posing with it.)
I haven't sung in public since college, but still sing my heart out in my
car. I have spent the last 12 years using my vocal cords in another way,
as an elementary school teacher in suburban NJ (after leaving a career in
publishing and freelance writing/editing). I'm also a mom to 2 boys (22 and
20), who have never seemed overly impressed with my rocker past. But
being a singer in a band is always a good piece of personal trivia to pull
out and surprise people with.

Kirby with wife, Carmina, and daugthers, Tory and
Maya on a recent trip to Galway

Channeling
Sue through
the red spangly
top, Charlie the
dog belts out a
killer rendition
of "Walking on
Sunshine."

www.dartmouth88.org

REUNION
The Motor Lodge...Freshmen Year
DAVID NITKIN

Let’s be honest: There is a hierarchy of
freshman dorm assignments on campus.
And The Lodge is nowhere near the top.
For me, the housing assignment
generated initial excitement: “A former
motel? This will be like a permanent
vacation! Where are the ice machines?”
But reality quickly settled in. The Lodge is
on the bum-end of campus, overlooking
the facilities plant and the service
entrance to the Hop. It’s arguably the
least historic and least architecturally
special dorm in Hanover.

I remember Finn Mulligan looking for
recruits to start an on-campus travel
business. He was poassionate about
how great an opportunity that was going
to be. I was not sold.
We put together an intramural basketball
team. There was no coach, so we
subbed ourselves in and out. During one
game, I signaled to Tim Stretch that

Today, Karen and I live in Ellicott City,
MD with our two children – Veronica,
a junior at Emory, snd Sam. who will
be attending University of Chicago
next year.

Within days, jealousy settles in of
those freshmen lucky enough to be
assigned centrally located, stately
dorms like Mid-Mass or Fayerweather
or Hitchcock, with their brick and
pillars and traditions. There was no
putting on skis and sliding down the
stairways in The Lodge.
I put on A LOT of weight and
probably did permanent damage
to my arteries living in The Lodge. My
nightly routine involved ordering a large
steak-and-cheese sub from C&A Pizza
(right next door) and devouring all 1,500
or so calories of it while watching The
David Letterman Show in the TV room.
One of the corner rooms on the first
floor had been converted to a study
room. As the year wore on, graffiti on
the wall evolved into a pretty elaborate
cartoon mural produced by the
talented Omondi Obura. It told little
tales of a lot of us. I wish I had photos.

LUKE SMITH

I remember thinking upon first sight
that the Motor Lodge was pretty cool.
I dug the sorta-modern architecture; it
was a far cry from the traditional brick
construction on campus. And hey, it had
big windows, so you got some light in the
room. But the big thing was: each room
had its own bathroom and shower. What
a convenience! Yeah, at first glance the
Lodge seemed a little out of the way but
once you got settled in, it wasn’t bad
at all: the Hop was right there, with the
Hinman boxes and a cafe that was super
convenient (the chicken parms weren’t
bad). And, in my case, Heorot was a
short walk away. And right next door we
had the infamous C&A (“@#$@# You!”)
Pizza, so nicknamed for the gruff manner
in which customers were greeted. It may

When spring came, a lot of Lodgemates
went through the rush process and were
quickly absorbed into Greek life and a
whole different network. We scattered,
and to me it feels like a lot of bonds were
broken. I recall reading a while ago that
the Lodge was being retired. I made a
point of heading over during our last
reunion, thinking I’d see a new building
or an empty lot. But the old motel was
still there and still looked like a dorm.

I was ready to come in and he should
step out. I vividly recall the groans I got
for taking out our team’s best athlete and
replacing him with pretty much the worst.
My favorite Lodge story is a near
miss. I’ve been married for 24 years
to Karen, a UVM ’88. When she was a
freshman, she road-tripped with friends
to Dartmouth for Winter Carnival. For
whatever reason, she stayed in the Lodge!
I don’t remember our paths crossing that
weekend, but if they did, I did not do
enough to either make an impression,
or horrify her. Which is a great thing.
be sacrilege, but I was never a big EBAs
guy and much preferred C&A.
David Nitkin and I roomed together.
Other '88s included Deana Moody,
Amy E. Smith Settle, John Osborn,
Mike Smith, Bash Derti, Jay Sotos,
Sharon Soucy McCrone, Caitlin
Hadtke Gagnon, Jen Bacon and Ken
Keen, among others. We had an eclectic
bunch in the Lodge. Football captain Len
Fontes lived across the hall; I remember
David and him playing guitar together in
the Lodge now and again.
As for where are they now: Deana is
married to my Heorot roommate, Tom
McLaughlin. They live in Rochester, NH,
and I see them fairly regularly when I'm
at home on Plum Island, MA. I see Ozzy

I have spent most of my working life
as a journalist, including 12 years at
The Baltimore Sun, where I was State
House Bureau Chief, White House
correspondent and Metro Editor. I left
on my own accord (rare in mid-metro
journalism!) to try my hand in the
world of policy and politics at the state
and local levels in Maryland, in policy
and communications positions with a
County Executive and the state Attorney
General. A couple of tough election
losses by those I strongly supported
made me consider different directions.
I’m currently on my third career: as chief
of staff to the president at one of the
Johns Hopkins hospitals in Maryland.

all over Facebook doing all kinds of great
things; Mike Smith as well. Bash…I saw
him in Santa Monica in the late ‘90s, but
haven’t heard a thing since. Sadly, as
many know, Amy passed away a few
years ago.
After many years, David and I caught up
at a pub in Annapolis, MD to watch the
Patriots win the AFC in January. I spent
the winter in Annapolis refitting a sailboat.
I then joined David and fellow Heorotian,
Mark Greenlee, at David's annual Super
Bowl get-together. I was bummed about
the game result, but it was great to spend
time with David and Mark, whom I hadn’t
seen since the wedding of Dave and
Steff (Solms) McCusker in (I think) 1989.

www.dartmouth88.org

SHARON SOUCY McCRONE

TIM STRETCH

There’s a reason you don’t
see the MoLo pictured on a
Dartmouth brochure. We were
like Wildlings trapped behind the
towering Hopkins Center wall.
Forget everything you anticipated
about an Ivy League dormitory
-- weathered New England red
brick with colonial white trim
and decorative ivy vines, the
classical college campus we
all saw in Animal House…and
expected. The dorms I pictured
were named after distinguished
tutors like Sylvanus Ripley,
Bezaleel Woodward, and John
Smith. Hitchcock, Wheelock,
Fayerweather. I would have run
towards them in slow motion like
Dudley Moore ran towards Bo
Derek.
But no. I was assigned the
Motor Lodge. On the outskirts of
town. It had a hip cool name -the MoLo. But if you call a shit
sandwich a “savory tartine,” it is
still a shit sandwich.
So when Ann Jackman asked
me for a few words about the

MoLo, I warned her I had
nothing good to say. It was a
disappointment to be housed in a
cheap hotel room closer to West
Leb than Baker, with a parking
lot view and no housekeeping.
All that was missing was a neon
sign.
But I do have a few positive things
to say. I had a great roommate,
Nate Denny. And the MoLo was
close to the football stadium and
Hinman boxes. And little did I
know at the time, but the MoLo
was preparing me for a career
in the Air Force—which, in spite
of the poor hotels and tents
we enjoy, has been extremely
rewarding. The only Lodge I
have fond memories of is the
Boom Boom Lodge.
Unfortunately, we won’t be
able to make the reunion from
Germany. We’ve been in Europe
for the past five years. I’m
retiring from the Air Force later
this year and looking forward to
returning to the Bay Area and
flying for United.

Tim and family in Copenhagen

When considering memories of my freshman dorm, I
mostly remember the people more than any specific
events. As an incoming freshman, I remember that my
dorm seemed very unlike what I had expected: an old
motor lodge and technically “off campus.” But, on the
upside, the “MOLO” was across from the Hop and every
room had its own bathroom – I was not looking forward to
the shared showers of a “normal” dorm. My roommate,
Mia Klinger, was terrific, and we were right next door to
John Osborn, so never a dull moment! John always had
so much energy and “MOLO” spirit. Mia and I were the
only females in our UGA group. Even so, I always felt as
though the guys in the group were looking out for us –
John Osborn, Tyler Maddry, Dave Carter, Jay Sotos,
Chris Byrne, Omondi Obura, Finn Mulligan and Bash
Derti.
Beyond our UGA group, all the ‘MOLO’ freshmen became
quick friends. Along with our upperclass dorm-mates,
we held a few parties, a few barbecues in an empty lot
behind the dorm, and even did a fieldtrip together – a
whale watch out of Rye, NH. The whale watch trip was
memorable because (1) it was a very chilly spring day on
the ocean, (2) the seas were rough after a big storm the
week before, and (3) many of my dorm-mates got sea sick
– not sure if it was the rough waters or too much partying
the night before. I cannot recall if we saw any whales…
that part of the trip was not memorable, apparently.

SEAN MURPHY

While the Lodge may have been geographically closer
to the center of campus than other dorms such as River
Cluster, the intervening presence of the Hop made it feel in
many ways like a whole different landmass. There weren't
any commonly held landmarks, like "walk down Frat Row
until you get to the end of the road", because most people
never went to that side of the Hop. The best landmark
we had was "a few doors down from Hanover Hot Tubs."
The geographic isolation led to more Lodge activities.
Perhaps the best attended was TV Night on Sundays,
where such shows as Star Trek received the Mystery
Science Theater commentaries throughout the episode.
People also organized to go to meals and events in
groups, meaning that if you could convince one person to
come to your performance there would often be a gaggle.
The most frequent topic of jokes was the adjoining C&As
Pizza, where no matter when you ordered, a man with a
untraceable accent would say "45, 50 minutes."
I should be clear that, for those who lived there, the
Lodge was a great place to live. It represented a tight
community with rooms that had their own bathrooms. I
certainly would have lived there a second year if I had not
drawn such a low lottery number that I was displaced by
incoming first-years.

More MoLo
memories on
page 10...
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CHUCK YOUNG

Hanover, August 1984. Hillbilly freshman
arrives, sight unseen. Destination: the
Motor Lodge. My parents and I drove
around downtown a couple times to
make sure we were in the right place.
None of us could believe any selfrespecting Ivy League college would
have its students live in the MoLo. My
father: “I've stayed in nicer looking
places and paid by the hour.” He felt
cheated. We all did. Dean Bonz urged
me to see it as an opportunity. So I
jumped in with both feet, glad-handing
everyone, running for Freshman Council
rep and winning. I suspect, however, that
I won because of my southern drawl. It
was as memorable as a catchy slogan.
That election was a blessing because
it got me circulating around campus.
Volunteering for almost everything
available on Council let me avoid the
Lodge's hothouse isolation. But it was
also a curse, because others were
bonding while I disappeared. I couldn't
follow all the inside jokes developed in
my absence, some at my expense. I
made one truly great friend among my
MoLo classmates, Ken Keen, but our

the cast, the dialogue, and the local
station's low-budget commercials. To
this day, if I see or hear anything Trekrelated, I transport back to that dingy
room by the Lodge's front door and
hear everyone mangling the theme's
vocalizing.

friendship fully developed only after we
escaped. One of my moments of peak
life happiness – still at least in the top 15
– came when I drew a premium number
in the housing lottery freshman spring. I
knew I'd get out.
There's one other positive memory of
freshman year in the Lodge: Sundays
at 11:00 p.m., watching Star Trek. We
all piled into the tube room and sang
along with the theme song to kick off an
audience participation exercise like The
Rocky Horror Picture Show, mocking

MIKE DERZON

I'm still teaching school! I taught mostly 5th and
6th grades for the last 26 years and am now
very happily teaching music at a K-5 school
just a mile away from my home on Bainbridge
Island, WA. My wife and I have two great boys
(16 and 18), a couple of chickens and a tortoise.
I feel lucky to do things I love nearly every day.

'88 HEARTS
AND HANDS
As evidenced by the recent Scott Evans
thread on our D'88 Facebook page, the
‘88s are a caring, supportive bunch, who
would never hesitate to be there for our
Dartmouth Family in difficult times.
’88 Hearts and Hands is a group of classmates offering
emotional and professional support to fellow ‘88s during
times of stress, personal loss and life changes. Steve
Cook and Michelle Stowe Ong, along with a group of 15
initial volunteers, are building a network to support every
classmate as we get older, in a confidential, safe and
respectful way. The Network members stand ready to lend
quiet aid in difficult times and to ensure that no ‘88 ever
feels alone or adrift.

Coda: I swore I'd never live there again.
But when I became a UGA senior year,
I was persuaded to move into the
exact same hallway where I'd spent
freshman year by the argument that my
experience would help my '91s handle
the MoLo's unique challenges. Maybe
that happened. Only they could say for
sure. I remember feeling all year like
Corporal Klinger in M*A*S*H, who tried
so hard for so long to get out of Korea
only to be the last one left.
Today: I'm a recovering journalist and
litigator; I'm now an in-house lawyer for
a nuclear weapons production plant. My
wife Lela (UVA '90) is an in-house lawyer
at the University of Tennessee. We have
three kids, aged 16, 14, and 12. If I make
it to reunion, I hope to find the MoLo
demolished. (Editor's note: it's still there)

JOHN OSBORN

The Lodge was a unique experience. Nestled
next to C&A pizza and Hanover Hot Tubs, it
was a blast. Two doors to a room, one to the
hall and a separate door to the parking lot,
there were always people coming and going.

‘88 Caring Network:
Support classmates in
need, whether through
expressions of cheer or
organized local efforts
(meals, rides, visits).

‘88 Advice Network:
Share professional insights
or practical life experiences
with classmates seeking
advice. This is friend-tofriend counsel vs. free
professional services.

The advice network list and all referrals are confidential.
We hope to connect classmates who share a common
bond. We will support each other on issues such as health,
grief (support), aging or caregiving, adoption and legal
challenges.
If interested in advice or in volunteering your services,
please contact us at

heartsandhands@dartmouth88.org

www.dartmouth88.org

CONGRATULATIONS
to the
New Class Officer Team
After every reunion, the class elects a new set of class officers to take us through to the next reunion,
which will be our 35th in 2024 (we start clustering with the Classes of '89 and '90 again). We welcome
this strong group of '88s and look forward to what they have in store for us in the next six years!

Traci Byrne Gentry
President

Lisa Ellis

Vice President

Kim Fasolo-LoMonaco
Treasurer

Tori Woodin Chavey
Correspondent/Secy

If you have an interest in helping out for the next six years, in any capacity, there
are many roles still to be filled and many more that can be created to suit your
interests and time commitment. Please contact Traci Byrne Gentry at
d88president@gmail.com if you would like to be involved. I can tell you that, as a
class officer myself, it is a lot of fun to be able to give back to the class,
re-connect with the College and make new friends among our great '88s.

Mary Flounders Green
Alumni Council Rep

‘88
News

And a big thank you to the Class Officer team that has led us through the past five
years, winning a Class of the Year Award, breaking records for reunion attendance
and DCF giving, and creating an all-around unified class that is better together.
Thank you, Catherine Craighead Briggs, Alec Casey, Jolin Salazar, Jere
Mancini, Taylor Thomas, Paula Zagrecki, Margie Wallace Gibson and Regina
Glocker, Stephanie Welsch Lewin, Bob Striker, Geoff Hyatt, Steff and Dave
McCusker, Danielle Green Barney, Tres Izzard, Richard Cloobeck, Cuong Do
and Derek McDowell, along with all the mini-reunion organizers and DCF callers
over the past five years!

MATTHEW LANSBURGH

Matthew's collection of linked
stories, Outside Is the Ocean,
won the 2017 Iowa Short Fiction
Award and is currently a finalist
for the 30th Annual Lambda
Literary Award and the 2018
Ferro-Grumley Award for
LGBTQ Fiction. It has also
garnered great reviews.
Matthew first started writing
fiction at Dartmouth, where he won the Grimes Prize in
1988. After Dartmouth, he received degrees from Princeton,
Stanford and NYU, where he earned an MFA in Fiction.
His stories have appeared in Glimmer Train, Ecotone,
StoryQuarterly, Columbia Journal, The Florida Review,
Guernica, Michigan Quarterly Review and SLICE. For more
info on the book itself, visit www.matthewlansburgh.com

Congratulations
to our Oscar Pool
winners:
A 3-way tie between:
Pete Trump
Kim Fasolo-LoMonaco
Nick Efteriades
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STAY IN TOUCH!
www.facebook.com/
groups/dartmouth88/
www.linkedin.com/
groups/90725/profile
www.dartmouth88.org

Class of ‘88
30th Reunion

SEND NEWS TO

June 14-17, 2018

newslettereditor@dartmouth88.org

See you on the Green next month!
For more information: Taylor Thomas or Anne
Chmielewski Kushwaha at

Ann Jackman at:

For a downloadable version, go to our Class Website
at dartmouth88.org.

d8830thcochairs@gmail.com

A VERY SPECIAL VI DEO SURPRISE
Thanks to some great sleuthing done by our Class Officer Team and Rauner Library, an
amazing surprise showed up in your e-mail on May 9. If you didn't see it or if it went to
spam, be sure to seek it out...in it you will find a link to a downloadable version of...
A college video of our entire graduation ceremony back in June, 1988.
The link is https://dartmouth88.net/commencement/ and also includes the written
Commencement program (kept and scanned by Catherine Craighead Briggs). If,
like me, you remember very little from that day (aside from marching in to the theme
from Monty Python's Flying Circus), here's your chance to relive Karen Eggleston's
valedictory speech, our last singing of the Alma Mater as students, and shaking James
O. Freedman's hand. Thank you to the Class Officer team for adding this extra special
topping to our already special Reunion!

Nice hat!

